
Our Mission:
To provide proactive, sound and nature-focused healthcare to individuals, providing value and

making a difference in individuals lives through body, mind and spirit.

Our Vision:
To empower individuals to find true health, incorporating body, mind and spirit, grounded in God’s

nature.

Experience and Professionalism

With decades of experience, our diverse medical team will assess your healthcare
needs and give you options for healing. We understand the importance of educating
you on the most effective ways to naturally take care of your body, so that you can

feel better quickly.

Practitioners Who Care

Not only will our medical teams treat your existing conditions, but we also work to
maximize healthy living strategies. We strive to help you improve your quality of life,

achieve your wellness goals, and support you living your best possible life.

Practitioner Based Clinics Around Arizona

We will be launching clinics and micro-hospitals
around Arizona with healthcare professionals in every
genre of practice. As a Member of our Private Health

Association, you can choose to see any practitioner at
your clinic. Find the medical practitioner that best fits

your personal health needs and help you balance body,
mind, and spirit.

Wellness Support

Freedom Healthcare focuses on overall wellness,
through attention to mind -body-spirit.  We want to

help you gain and maintain the best possible healthy
life, so with exercise programs, wellness clinics,

nutrition & cooking information, as well as a strong
Faith in our Creator for sustaining our lives. Find where
you can connect that will be a benefit to your life and

others.

A Healthy Community

When you choose Freedom Healthcare, you join a true
community. We work with all our members of our
community to build a network of people working
together for a healthier community and world.

Investing in the future of your healthcare

“When you build it, they will come”.

Contact Us Today
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Submit
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Freedom Healthcare is a:

PRIVATE HEALTH ASSOCIATION

Freedom Healthcare is Arizona’s  new,
alternative healthcare system,
launching for personal freedom in
healthcare! Our diverse medical teams
will be from all genres and have a
proactive focus on health in all aspects
of life; body, mind and spirit.  Private
health association membership with
direct primary care  and concierge
options.

Our Health Ministry Mission

We believe our Creator endowed us with a
perfect immune system and everything in
nature we need to take care of our bodies.
We focus on proactive healthcare, natural
alternative medicine, wellness, exercise and
a healthy lifestyle.  We also incorporate state
of the art medical advances and options for
individuals to explore in their healthcare
journey. We believe in personal choices for
you on your journey to your best health.

Bringing True
Healthcare Into The
Future
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Freedom Healthcare

PO Box 7756

Surprise, AZ 85374
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Imagine a day with a
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system. It’s Here.
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